To assess the relative power of vocalic hesitation
markers for forensic case work.
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Vocalic hesitation markers are useful parameters
for forensic speaker comparison:
1. they are typically longer than lexical
vowels, thus easier to measure;
2. they may be preceded and/or succeeded
by silence, thus less susceptible to
coarticulation and in principle more
consistent for the individual speaker;
3. inter-speaker variation is found in f0
patterns, durations and spectral
components (formants);
4. there may be inter-speaker variation in
the discourse or syntactic contexts in
which hesitations are used;
5. relative proportions of different
hesitation types may vary across
speakers, i.e. whether speakers use /V/
(uh) or /VN/ (um), or both.
Thus hesitations show relatively high withinspeaker consistency, but high inter-speaker
variability [refs. 4, 5, 7, 8].

LIKELIHOOD RATIO CALCULATION
• contemporaneous same speaker (SS) and
different speaker (DS) LRs computed in MatLab
using Multivariate Kernel Density formulae [1]
• separate analyses for uh and um
• 5 test speakers, 15 as background population
• validity (accuracy): Cllr [2] and EER
• results compared to LRs for three lexical vowels
from same speakers (data from [3])
 1,723 tokens
 KIT (542), DRESS (840), TRAP (341)

:
Condition
Formants only

DATA
• 20 speakers from the DyVis corpus (task 1)[6]
• 1,965 vocalic hesitations analysed
 1,153 uh, 812 um
 mean = 98 per speaker
• measurements of:
 F1, F2 and F3 at the steady state
midpoint of the vocalic portion
 total duration (i.e. [V] and [VN])

Formants +
duration

Lexical vowels

EER %

Cllr

uh

17.5

0.567

um

20.0

0.506

uh

42.5

0.870

um

22.5

0.620

KIT

20.0

0.894

DRESS

37.5

0.830

TRAP

20.0

0.574

• hesitation data using formants only performed
at least as well as lexical vowels (EERs 17-20%)
• adding duration information raises EERs
• Cllr values lowest for hesitation data (formants
only); adding duration again worsens system
performance
• um performed better than uh when duration
added: suggests greater cross-speaker
variability /greater within-speaker consistency
in duration of um than uh

• data set here is small, but analyses offer
support for the hypothesis that hesitation
markers are good variables to analyse in
forensic speaker comparison
• further testing on a larger data set is merited
• ongoing work with dynamic measurements
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